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ANSTON SURGERY 

 

What do you think we do well? 

Service 

1. Tests – finding out what a problem isn’t. 

2. No complaints – all is done well x3. 

3. Clean waiting room and love the staff. 

4. Treatment and referrals x 2. 

5. Answer phone quickly. 

6. Flu clinic. 

7. Your job. 

8. No comment. 

9. Pleasant surroundings, car parking – Dr.Eversden brilliant. 

10. Organised, friendly, good clean, tidy surgery. 

11. Sign in procedure x 2. 

12. Follow up checks. 

13. Ear nurses do really well.  They are always friendly, efficient and treat you with care. 

14. Personally satisfied with all aspects but heard some horror stories. 

15. Everything other than appointments x2. 

16. Nurses x3. 

17. Seen on time. 

18. Arranging outside appointments (referrals). 

19. Making appointments for hospitals and phone calls to people who cannot make it to 

the surgery or cannot get an appointment that day. 

20. Patient advice on appointment desk. 

21. Manage a large surgery x 2. 

22. Waiting room is pleasant, staff are reasonably friendly. 

23. Very good x4. 

24. Fit people in if they are really ill. 

25. Rooms are always warm. 

26. I personally think you offer a great service for me and my family.  I do occasionally 

have to wait a little for an appointment but fully accept this as unavoidable. 

27. Comfort, waiting time, like the call back system, quick lab results. 

28. Happy with all aspects. 

29. See people quickly. 

30. Most things. 

31. My daughter was petrified of the Doctors until seeing Dr.Maher and Dr.O’Brien. Both 

GP’s spent time talking to her and now she isn’t scared.  Thank you. 

32. Not a lot. 



33. Offering out of hours appointments and other services ie nurse practitioner and dietary 

advice. 

34. I have no complaints – anyone that has should try living in Canada! 

 

Personnel 

1. When you can get to see a doctor they are all very empathetic and want to help. They 

fully investigate everything and leave you feeling very happy – or at least with the 

knowledge they are going to do something 

2. All staff very helpful. GP more approachable and explain things then often give a 

print off to help patients to absorb what they have been told about their condition. 

This is a great help as we sometimes have so much to take in that we forget parts 

3. Receptionists are very helpful since the Anston surgery has opened it has been much 

better than the Dinnington surgery getting appointments quicker, less waiting time, 

very helpful staff. The new younger doctors have much better customer care skill, are 

much easier to talk to, not judgemental. Overall I think the Anston surgery is very 

good a big improvement from when we all had to go to Dinnington/ Keep up the good 

work!!! 

4. By enlarge the reception and other staff are very welcoming and friendly x2. 

5. Helpful and courteous to patients (even though you get stressed). 

6. Helpful staff x 6. 

7. GP diagnosis – very good to date for all family members and subsequent treatment. 

8. There are certain GP’s that are very good at their job and a pleasure to see. 

9. Dr.Douglas/Bettesworth/Robertson outstanding. 

10. Reception and Doctors helpful. 

11. Interacting with people. 

12. GP’s are great when you get you see them and most understanding. 

13. Dr.Chawla is a diamond. 

14. GP was compassionate and caring. 

15. Receptionists very helpful and polite, always getting an appointment or if no 

appointments being able to speak to the nurse who then has made the appointment. 

16. Dealing with patients (Doctors and nurses). 

17. Patient care very good x2. 

18. Pleasant people to speak to. 

19. Personalism. 

20. Helpful as much as possible.  Reception try to accommodate you in getting an 

appointment – with the rules being laid down. 

21. Caring, polite, accommodating. 

22. Make me feel important with regard to my medical care. 

23. Keep me on track with checkups, admin seems good based on Dr.Bettesworth – GP 

excellent knowledge of subject and honest approach. Good bedside manner 

24. Helpful and quick with appointments. 

25. The overall experience is made so much easier by the professionalism, helpfulness 

and efficiency of the reception staff.  We have always been treated with respect. We 

cannot praise any of the staff, GP’s, nurses, admin staff enough. 



26. GP’s are good at their jobs but takes a while to find suitable treatments. 

27. GP’s very attentive. 

28. Most of the staff are very approachable and rend to call in and arrange things on a 

face to face basis therefore not having any problems. 

 

Appointments 

1. Can get easily same day appointments x4. 

2. Late night appointments for working people x2. 

3. On the day appointments due to working shifts, they make things easier to see 

someone. 

4. Try and get all patients to see a GP/Nurse the same day they wish to be seen x 2. 

5. I have a one year old who has had a lot of problems with her chest, this surgery has 

been brilliant with her.  I couldn’t say they can improve in any way and I have been 

meaning to write to state this. 

6. Answering the phone.  Some people on reception are more helpful than others.  The 

service is better than when it was at Dinnington.   

7. Booking visits are easy. 

 

Prescriptions 

1. Great. 

 

ANSTON SURGERY 

 

What do you think we could improve? 

Service 

1. A diet sheet for cholesterol sufferers that gives foods good for breaking down 

cholesterol 

2. Information on who’s on. 

3. Speed up tests results. 

4. Nothing x 6. 

5. Have more than one on reception appointment system. 

6. Monday mornings – list of GP’s to be seen from the outside – maybe on the windows.  

After queuing for 40 mins in the cold Siberian weather to find a specific GP is not 

available! 

7. Completely cure my problems lol. 

8. Reception – when you call reception you get the Spanish inquisition. Most are ok but 

one in particular is very rude almost like a mini Hitler! And almost puts you off 

calling. 

9. Information about test results. 

10. See which GP you want at any surgery no matter where you live! 

11. Communications with hospital – letters from hospital consultants not was read. 

12. Triage nurse. 

13. Don’t want to go to Dinnington instead of Anston. 

14. Giving blood test results both from surgery and/or hospital. 



15. Put some life in the place. 

16. Red info sign over reception not easy to read with some eye problems. 

17. When having to give a blood sample, giving people who work appointments. 

18. Magazines for people waiting in waiting room. 

19. Leave it as it is. 

20. Have out of hours 9-5 Monday-Friday blood test clinics.   

21. Be more friendly to those of us who work.  Nightmare when you are trying to get to 

work and have to ring for an appointment – it takes SO long to get through to speak to 

a receptionist. 

22. Blood tests should be available all day – it’s such a long time to wait in a morning. 

 

Personnel 

1. Give receptionists more training on how to relate to the public and NOT diagnose 

patients without the relevant experience 

2. Improve receptionist’s attitudes. 

3. Reception staff can be quite rude, abrupt and never appear helpful. 

4. Some GP’s have little time for patients.  They want you out quickly and don’t always 

listen.  I have dealt with GP’s on call outs and one in particular was rude and did not 

listen.  Made you feel like you were wasting her time.   

5. Reception can be variable on helpfulness and pleasantness – probably a function of 

work pressure. 

6. All we want is smiles! 

7. Every time I call to see a GP it’s because I am generally not well yet feel as though I 

am being interrogated by the reception staff. 

8. Sometimes reception a little lax. I have been left waiting for appointment and they 

forgot to book me in. 

9. Bedside manner! Certain Doctors. 

10. Less questions from people on reception, some things are personal. 

11. The manner of SOME of the receptionists. No-one chooses to visit the Doctor and to 

feel poorly at the time and be met by a receptionist who is abrupt, rude and unhelpful 

isn’t a pleasant experience.  The GP’s on the other hand are very good with their 

approach and could pass on a bit of good practice to the front line. 

12. Smile. 

13. Reception staff need to be pleasant and helpful and have a little more understanding 

of the patients needs. 

 

Appointments 

1. Change the appointment system x 9. 

2. Very difficult to see doctor or you choice x 5. 

3. Having more appointments available when people ring in the morning x 4. 

4. The system surgeries have to work to re appointments and time given for each 

appointment does not work in that when appointments have been taken there is no 

chance of seeing GP unless it is an emergency ( according to GP who rings patient)  

5. Follow up appointments – can never get same doctor. 



6. Making sure you can get an appointment on the day is needed. 

7. Clamp down on people who missed appointments. 

8. More same day appointments, to ring anytime for one not at 8am and they have all 

gone! x 5. 

9. Advanced appointment booking x8.  

10. Having more appointments available on the day and being able to make next day 

appointments instead of only (on the day) or for in a couple of weeks x4 

11. Having to queue up! 

12. Appointments for shift workers! 

13. Employ more GP’s so there is more appointments available. 

14. Make it easier to make an appointment x3. 

15. Appointments need to be available at all times.  I have waited 3 weeks for my 

appointment and still not seen MY GP. 

16. Appointments are dia. 

17. Sometimes it is difficult to get an appointment and also not always possible to be at 

the surgery by 8am – especially when feeling really ill.  Also when a GP says to make 

an appointment to see me next week.  But receptionists say no – we don’t do than – 

it’s not how it works. That is rather frustrating.  GP does not always give a slip and 

patients do not know this. 

18. Get rid of the “BOD” system. It’s rubbish. 

19. Advanced appointments for minor illness could be sooner. 

20. To be able to book appointments by phone in advance – sometimes you don’t want to 

take up an emergency appointment for the same day. 

21. Currently finding it difficult to get an appointment with the asthma nurse. 

22. Make it easier. 

23. Poor for full time workers. 

 

Phones 

1. Making telephone calls early in the morning is a bit hit and miss – a telephone 

queuing system might improve this. Sometimes it is impossible to get through on the 

phone to make a BOD appt. 

2. Telephone answering x 10. 

3. Change system x4 

4. Introduce a call centre type telephone system ie so that you do not need to keep 

trying.  I tried to call 10 times this morning. 

5. More staff answering calls. 

6. More telephone lines. 

7. Difficult to get through at 8am x 6. 

8. Very difficult to get through on the phone in a morning (on a par with trying to get 

through to Motorpoint Arean). When you do get through (maximum number of times 

called in one session = 78), all appointments have gone!! 

 

 

 



Waiting time 

1. Poor for appointments. 

2. Too long for appointments x2. 

3. Keep to appointment times. 

4. It varies from ok to extreme sometimes 

5. Very long wait for BP clinic (nearly 1 hr) and waiting for blood test (50 mins). 

6. Waiting time to see GP of choice.  

7. Appointments always late. 

8. Patients should be told hold long the waiting time is for each GP – this is done in the 

hospitals x2. 

 

Facilities 

1. Seating in the waiting room is poor x11. 

2. More private reception area. 

3. More organised area for notices, flyers, leaflets etc – they are all jumbled up. 

4. Waiting room. 

5. Reception too quiet. 

6. Room numbers and signs. 

7. Getting worse on seeing GP, waited 30 – 2hrs before! 

 

Prescriptions 

1. Prescriptions to be available when ordered. My prescription has gone missing on 

more than one occasion. 

2. Prescriptions which are sent to chemist tend to get mislaid, reception never know 

why. 

3. Change prescriptions back to 56 days x2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DINNINGTON SURGERY 

 

What do you think we do well? 

Service 

1. Everything x 7. 

2. I have no problems with the surgery at all, it’s fine in my opinion. 

3. Organising my diabetic needs and review needs. 

4. Overall very good. Sometimes people expect too much. 

5. When you manage to get an appt to see GP, most of them are pleasant and helpful. 

6. Nurses x 3. 

7. I always get good treatment from Dr.Suri. 

8. Referrals, GP’s and Nurses good. 

9. Look after everyone. 

10. Keep it warm. 

11. Goods GP’s – Dr.Ahmed and Dr.Bettesworth. 

12. GP phone calls. 

13. Overall pretty well. 

14. Everything involving the nurses.  

15. Waiting time after appointment is made. 

16. Cleanliness. 

17. Seem to do very well. 

18. Keep people waiting. 

19. Try your best and explain what is happening. 

20. I have found the HV very caring, understanding and supportive.  Not had much 

contact recently with GP’s.  Nurse has been extremely supportive. 

21. Good GP’s. 

22. Usually are helpful and polite. 

23. Can’t really think of anything! 

24. Triage. 

25. Repeat prescriptions. 

26. Most GP’s are very good. 

27. Helpful and do what they possibly can do. 

28. Nothing 

29. Pleasant surgery clean and tidy most of the staff are polite and helpful. 

 

Personnel 

1. Giving a helping hand and being polite. 

2. Helping sick people. 

3. Looking after patients well. 

4. Staff are friendly and helpful (have only been to see nurse until today – lived in area 6 

months). 

5. Polite receptionists. 

6. Plenty of time and asking plenty of questions. 

7. Very friendly and do try and help x2. 



8. Caring x 2. 

9. Receptionists work hard. 

10. GP’s listen x 2. 

11. Nursing services. 

12. Test results with nurses are always good. Fantastic nurses I’ve seen-concerned Caring 

discreet with a sense of humour as appropriate. 

13. When I had gall stones the doctor really helped me in getting appointment sat the 

hospital. 

14. Polite staff. 

15. Some good doctors who seem very popular – approachable reception staff especially 

Tina who is always welcoming and tries to assist. Nurses appear very efficient. 

16. Individual doctors ensure continuity of treatment 

17. I think your doctors are friendly, listen and explain. Your reception always try their 

best to help even if the issues your fault 

18. Receptionists are helpful and polite 

19. Most speak very good and helpful 

20. Staff and doctors have always been alright with me. Staff have also apologised if 

appointment time is delayed 

 

 

Appointments 

1. Good with children’s appointments. 

2. Always get an appointment to see GP same day if you need one. 

3. Trying to get an appt, the staff do try their best. 

4. Bringing people in on the day when needed 

5. Getting someone to see me the same day 

 

Facilities 

1. Keep warm. 

2. Surgery lights – AWFUL. 

3. Surgery needs refurbishing – stark. 

4. New chairs needed x 3. 

5. Less bendy chairs. 

 

Prescriptions 

1. Great. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DINNINGTON SURGERY 

What do you think we could improve? 

 

Service 

1. Everything. 

2. You will never please everyone – if you did it would take away their pleasure of 

moaning! 

3. Parking. 

4. Nothing – had no problems with anything in the surgery x 2. 

5. Not been registered at surgery long enough to judge. 

6. Not to be left waiting too long outside in the cold. 

7. More phone calls taken – addressed in a nice manner. 

8. Results system. 

9. Information giving, ie questions asked by the receptionists. 

10. Listen. 

11. Prescription collection time – usually have to wait longer than 3 days. 

12. The general opinion in Dinnington is that the Doctors is crap – though personally I 

think it is as good as any other. 

13. Designate a special person to deal with colds/virus separate from GP’s so others can 

get appts. 

14. More time to discuss things with GP. 

15. Everything. Take a page out of Kiveton Group Practice. 

16. Remember that everyone us human not just another body.,  Everyone is unique and 

symptoms may not always mean the same.  I prefer so see the same GP all the time so 

I don’t have to keep explaining myself.  Need it to be more personal. 

17. Nothing x 2. 

18. Mis-read blood results on a couple of occasions. 

19. No GP’s can agree on treatment. 

20. Not told by reception if GP’s are running late. 

21. Most services.  Reception especially. 

22. Phone lines. 

23. Reception. 

24. Send people for diagnosis quicker to the hospital rather than assume it’s not serious. 

25. More modern installations E.G. Screens giving general advice and advising if the 

doctors are running late and advising when the Doctor is ready to see you. Wincobank 

medical centre does this well they also have more toys to entertain young children. 

26. Have an early morning phlebotomy service  as when working 8.30 is too late. You 

have to miss work to have the bloods taken. Surgery needs further cosmetic 

improvement – TV screen & music, matching chairs 

27. We could be a bit more like Anston 

 

 

 

 



Personnel 

1. Receptionists are not friendly. 

2. The way the GP spoke to me on the phone this morning was not respectful or 

considerate.  Wasn’t impressed by his communication at all. 

3. Attitude of receptionists is sometimes out of order as they are not qualified medics. 

4. As I am quite young, could do with GP explaining things better for me. 

5. GP to read your records to see what meds you are on. 

6. Doctor’s compassion in patient’s health. 

7. Time with Doctors. 

8. When I had gall stones it took a year to get referred to the hospital. 

9. Better colleges and more private when talking to the receptionists. 

10. Some staff are a bit abrupt 

11. Seeing the same doctor when going about ongoing conditions would be helpful as 

they get to know you 

 

Appointments 

1. Be able to book appts in advance  x 11. 

2. Being able to get an appointment in advance to see a certain GP x 6. 

3. You have to ring early in the morning to make an appointment.  You should be able to 

book at any time and on line – sometimes when I’ve rang at the wrong time – twice 

and have been shouted at by the receptionist.  Things need to be made easy when 

you’re poorly x 2. 

4. More appointments x 4. 

5. It would be great to be able to book an appointment in advance. It’s not always 

possible to call at 8 due to work and also not always possible to take time off at short 

notice x 5. 

6. I work full time and I find it difficult to get an appointment in advance x 2. 

7. Follow up appts cannot be easily booked. 

8. Direct contact with RDGH computers for results and regular contact with consultants 

for patients with chronic ailments to ensure holistic care. 

9. Time waiting to see a GP – sooner appointments x 3 

10. Easier to get appointments – especially for children. 

11. Appointment system x 3. 

12. Change the “on day” booking system.  Queuing before 8am does not always 

guarantee an appointment. 

13. BOD appts – a great idea but not for sick patients who have to queue outside in the 

early morning. 

14. System seems better at Anston. 

15. More appointments – if that menas GP surgery open for longer to have more 

appointments. 

16. Better access to appointments at short notice x 2. 

17. Having to depend on BOD appts x 2. 

18. Appointment system – When GP tells me to return in ? days/weeks, why can’t I book 

it then?  Having to phone at 8am for an appt date set 6 weeks is stressful. 



19. Continue to see same GP. 

20. More time with GP. 

21. I work in Leeds and live in Dinnington so extremely difficult to get an appt. When I 

have rang in the past I am not able to pre book an appt – this could be improved – 

overall good surgery. 

22. The amount of BOD appointments compared to the pre-bookable appts needs 

reducing. 

23. It would be nice to ring the surgery and be able to get an appointment with the GP of 

your choice within a couple of days instead of having to either wait 3 weeks or try to 

make an appointment on the day where you more than likely won’t get to see who you 

want.  Whatever happened to the days of making an appointment and actually getting 

one with who you want within a couple of days?!! 

24. Unless you come for 8:00 in the morning appointments are hard to get for that day. 

25. Waiting times for GP appointments x2 

26. Appointment system I could not get an appointment on the day which is not always 

successful. 

27. Would be nice if when a doctor has asked you to book an appointment at a particular 

point you were able to get that appointment through reception 

28. Book on the day. If my son is poorly I use Rotherham drop in 

29. More appointments for emergency that day. 

30. I work from 8.00am every day it is impossible for me to keep ringing to try to see a 

doctor on the day. Ring back by the doctor is not a possibility for people at work in 

some jobs 

31. More regular appointments. Ring to make sure they still want their appointment so 

people don’t miss them 

32. When working full time and not in Dinnington find it hard to get appointments 

because we cannot book in advance 

 

Phones 

1. Telephone service – (think you have a new queuing system in place since last tried, 

tend to queue early in a morning for an appointment otherwise appts usually gone 

when I get through on phone x 2. 

2. Difficult to contact the surgery by phone x2. 

3. Rubbish x 3. 

4. Appointments times, not sure about call backs from Nurse.  If you are working it’s not 

always suitable to get a call back. 

5. A bigger switch board perhaps a few people to answer phone to listen/give advice to 

people who are ill such as cold and flu symptoms that don’t need to see a GP. 

6. Can take me over 20 mins to get through and then all appts have gone so you have to 

wait for nurse/GP to call back. 

7. Phone appointments should be easier x 2. 

8. Improve telephone response x 2. 

9. Phones are too congested – impossible to get through. 

10. Answer phones x2. 



11. Ring at 8am – its a miracle if you can get through before all appts have gone. 

12. Telephones engaged – why not go on line? 

13. Answer phone at 8am. 

14. Waiting time getting through on the phone. 

15. Answer the phones more quickly. 

16. Being allowed to make advanced appointments. 

17. Time taken to answer the phone, I have once been ringing for 15-20 mins. 

 

Waiting times 

1. Needs improvement x 9. 

2. Keep waiting time to a minimum. 

3. Routine appt waiting times – sometimes 3-4 weeks wait x3 

4. Been seen on time. 

 

Prescriptions 

1. Go back to 2 months worth of prescriptions ( Repeat) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WOODSETTS SURGERY 

What do you think we do well? 

Service 

1. Excellent job, well done to you all x 2. 

2. Everything x 12. 

3. How the pharmacy is run. 

4. Patient care very good. 

5. Like the GP’s at Woodsetts and don’t want them to change. 

6. All aspects, first class x 2 

7. Small is good. 

8. Very good. 

9. Generally very good overall. 

20.11 out of 10! 

10. No complaints at all. 

11. It’s always 100%. 

12. Quite satisfied. 

13. Signing repeat prescriptions. 

14. All very nice. 

15. Nursing care. 

16. The whole practice is very efficient and caring in every way. 

17. The surgery is very well run from reception to pharmacy and GP’s kind. 

18. Friendly service, very helpful, small practice so staff know patients.  Excellent care. 

Thank you! 

 

Personnel: 

1. So friendly. Made to feel welcome x 2 

2. Kind and compassionate staff. 

3. Very caring and thorough. 

4. Nothing is too much trouble. 

5. Making the visit to surgery comfortable. 

6. Praise the staff. 

7. Always friendly x 5. 

8. Surgery staff are always the same and it is like good old fashioned practice where 

people know your first name. 

9. Listen to what you have to say. Very polite and helpful x 2. 

10. Care and attention. 

11. There is always someone who is kind and caring at the other end of the phone to help 

x 2. 

12. Always friendly and ready to assist. 

13. Listening to what patients need and giving good understandable advice. 

14. Very friendly and willing to help. 

 



Appointments 

1. Always try to get you an appt, but if not tell you to go to DGP. 

2. Organise appointments. 

3. Can always get an appointment when it is something important. 

4. Unless you call on the day first thing you struggle to get an appointment for a few 

days. 

 

Prescriptions: 

1. Too long to wait for prescriptions. 

2. Repeat medications – only one month at a time – work out of town so difficult to get 

to collect prescription – perhaps if possible 3 months supply would be more 

convenient. 

3. Pharmacy very handy and helpful. 

 

 

 

WOODSETTS SURGERY 

 

Things we need to improve: 

Service 

1. Nothing x 10. 

2. Having more GP’s. 

3. Two receptionists – one for phone one for desk when busy between 8.30 – 9.30 and 4-

5 evening. 

4. Privacy in reception could be better. Everyone in the waiting room can hear when the 

receptionist is saying to the patient x 2. 

5. Difficult to hear receptionist calling your name out when it’s your turn to see 

GP/Nurse. I am quite hard of hearing. 

6. Patients from outside Woodsetts collecting medicine from Woodsetts surgery. 

7. Increase the period of repeat prescriptions from one one month 

 

 

Appointments 

1. We should be able to discuss more than one thing at a time. 

2. Appointment times should be slightly longer x 2 

3. Appointments on time x 2. 

4. Too long to wait to get an appointment. 

5. I have probably only seen the same GP a couple of times over the last 10 years.  I 

would prefer more continuing of this. 

6. I would like a much later surgery. Perhaps once a week.  It’s difficult to get to the 

Doctor in work times, and is annoying to have to take several hours off work just for a 

repeat prescription appointment (I work over an hour away from the surgery). 



7. I would like to be able to see nurse in the afternoon not just the morning.   

8. Hopefully have the same GP’s week in week out. 

9. Ability to secure appointments in the future when requested by the GP. 

 

Waiting times: 

1. Sometimes a problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


